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A biography that puts you on the quarterdeck with history's greatest sailorCaptain James Cook
is one of the greatest maritime explorers in world history. Over three remarkable voyages of
discovery into the Pacific in the latter part of the eighteenth century, Cook unravelled the oldest
mystery surrounding the existence of Terra Australis Incognita - the Great South Land. He
became the first explorer to circumnavigate New Zealand and establish that it was two main
islands; discover the Hawaiian Islands for the British Empire; and left an enduring legacy.Rob
Mundle introduces us to an unlikely sailor in a teenage Cook, who, through the combination of
hard-won skills as a seafarer, the talents of a self-taught navigator and surveyor, and an
exceptional ability to lead and care for his men, climbed the ranks of the Royal Navy to acheive
legendary status among all who sailed and mapped the world.

About the AuthorRob Mundle OAM is a bestselling author, journalist and competitive sailor
whose family heritage is with the sea, dating back to his great-great-grandfather, who was the
master of square-riggers. Rob has spent a lifetime combining his passions for sailing and writing.
He has written thirteen books - including the international bestseller Fatal Storm - reported on
more than 40 Sydney-to-Hobart yacht races (and competed in three), and covered seven
America's Cups, four Olympics and numerous international events. He is the winner of many
sailing championships and has been a competitor in local and international contests.--This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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DEDICATIONIn memory of President John F. Kennedy, who reminded us:All of us have in our
veins the exact same percentage of salt in our blood that exists in the ocean, and, therefore, we
have salt in our blood, in our sweat, in our tears. We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back
to the sea, whether it is to sail or to watch it, we are going back from whence we
came.CONTENTSCOVERTITLE PAGEDEDICATIONMAPSPROLOGUE: A Wisp of
WindCHAPTER ONE: From Farm Boy to SeafarerCHAPTER TWO: Life on the Lower
DeckCHAPTER THREE: The Taking of QuébecCHAPTER FOUR: Canadian WintersCHAPTER
FIVE: A Bride – Post-hasteCHAPTER SIX: The Captain and His ShipCHAPTER SEVEN: Cape
Horn and the South PacificCHAPTER EIGHT: ArcadiaCHAPTER NINE: A Tale of Two
IslandsCHAPTER TEN: Bound for Van Diemen’s LandCHAPTER ELEVEN: Unknown Land,
Unknown ReefsCHAPTER TWELVE: The Race to Save EndeavourCHAPTER THIRTEEN: The
Width of One WaveCHAPTER FOURTEEN: A Battle of WillsCHAPTER FIFTEEN: Second Time
AroundCHAPTER SIXTEEN: Return to OtaheiteCHAPTER SEVENTEEN: Close Calls and an
AtrocityCHAPTER EIGHTEEN: One Last LookCHAPTER NINETEEN: Land FeverCHAPTER
TWENTY: Islands, Ice and the Captain’s IreCHAPTER TWENTY-ONE: A Brutal EndEPILOGUE:
Mourning the MasterPICTURE
SECTIONGLOSSARYSOURCESACKNOWLEDGEMENTSSEARCHABLE TERMSPRAISE
FORALSO BY ROB MUNDLECOPYRIGHTMAPSEscape from the Great Barrier
Reef.PROLOGUEA Wisp of WindAboard His Majesty’s Bark Endeavour, the ship’s bell, which
was mounted in its belfry on the foredeck above the anchor windlass, had just tolled twice. It was
the signal for the near 100 men on board that it was five o’clock in the morning, the completion of
the first hour of the morning watch.For the previous four months, Endeavour and her crew had
travelled more than 1700 nautical miles along a coastline to the north of a headland that had
appeared off the ship’s bow on 19 April 1770. In history, that date is recognised as the day the
great seafarer James Cook first sighted the east coast of New Holland. In doing so he
contributed significantly to solving a maritime mystery that had been debated for centuries.At
this very moment, though, things had gone awry: it was looking increasingly likely that the ship
and everyone on board would be lost, probably without trace. Endeavour, now situated beside
New Holland’s reef-strewn northern coastline, was becalmed and drifting towards
annihilation.Windless as it was in the early hours, it was not a flat calm. The ship was slowly
heaving from side to side in response to powerful ocean swells that were rolling in from the
south-east like liquid mountain ranges in perpetual motion – the remnants of a mid-ocean storm
that had its core somewhere out in the Pacific. The crests of these monsters were only seconds
apart, and as each one loomed and surged against Endeavour’s hull it would pitch her massive
bulk towards the heavens and roll her to starboard then to port in a slow, pendulum-like motion.
And with every lurch came an ugly discord of sound from aloft as the heavy canvas sails slatted
inside-out, and the solid timber yards, from which they were set, groaned in protest.There was
another haunting noise, however – like rolling thunder – that was originating from a source away
from the ship, and it was causing escalating concern for all on board. The men knew what it was,



so well that everyone, from the captain to the lowliest able seaman and servant boy, was
constantly peering through the darkness and watching in dread at the dim scene that was slowly
becoming defined off Endeavour’s starboard side. As their ship drifted closer to it, they saw wave
after monstrous wave being compressed into a horribly powerful peak before exploding and
collapsing with a booming roar into a seething mass of ghostly white water – thousands of tons
of it – onto the coral reef that had so abruptly impeded its progress. The wall of water would then
cascade across the reef like an unstoppable tsunami.The motion that came from each wave as it
approached the reef, and the sweep of a current being generated by a tide that was on the flood,
were combining to move Endeavour at an alarming rate towards the boiling white water. And
there was nothing that could be done to prevent it.By this time, Cook and his crew had been
away from their home port in England for almost two years to the day, on a voyage that initially
took them to Tahiti to observe the transit of Venus across the sun. The Royal Society had
commissioned that part of the expedition, in the hope that data recorded from sights taken
during this rare astronomical phenomenon in June 1769 would provide the most accurate figure
yet on the distance between Venus and the sun. Such information would enable scientists to
more precisely calculate the size of the solar system.With that undertaking completed, Cook
had followed his instructions from the Admiralty, which, in taking the opportunity that came with
one of their ships being in this newly discovered part of the world, directed him to take a sweep
into the Southern Ocean in search of Terra Australis Incognita – the Great South Land. Should
nothing be found, he was to continue west, towards where, on 13 December 1642, Dutchman
Abel Tasman had discovered ‘a large land, uplifted high’ – the west coast of the southern island
of New Zealand. By sailing towards that point, Cook would inevitably make landfall. Once there,
he would be able to explore the largely unknown coastline and fill in the extensive gaps left by
Tasman.Cook’s instructions from the Lords of the Admiralty for this part of the voyage were
deemed to be secret, as they did not want to alert other European maritime nations to the
exploratory nature of the mission. Britain wanted to keep any success to itself.There was another
important element relating to this voyage. Any discoveries that might be made would present a
unique opportunity to expand the world’s knowledge of the flora and fauna of this part of the
world. As a result, there was on board a special group whose task it was, following their
observation of the transit of Venus, to seek all possible samples of the previously unknown
native plants and wildlife they would almost certainly find on land and sea. Leading this group
was a member of the august Royal Society – more formally known as the Royal Society of
London for Improving Natural Knowledge – wealthy 27-year-old naturalist Joseph Banks; he
came with eight assistants, including a natural scientist, two artists and servants, as well as his
two dogs.Eton- and Oxford-educated Banks, who would later in life become one of the world’s
most prominent patrons of natural science, was so enthusiastic about this venture with Cook that
he had invested around £10,000 of his personal wealth to support it. That figure converts to
more than £10 million ($17 million) today. Needless to say, Banks was given the best sleeping
quarters on the ship, on a par with the captain’s.Once New Zealand had been reached, and



whatever possible exploration of that region completed, Cook had been given the option of
returning home via Cape Horn or the Cape of Good Hope. He chose the latter, primarily for the
safety of his ship and his men. It would be a longer but less dangerous passage that way, for
Endeavour was by then showing signs of structural fatigue, and they would thereby avoid the
perils that came with rounding the notorious, storm-lashed Cape Horn.Cook resumed a passage
to the west until, on that historic day of 19 April 1770, a lookout stationed near the masthead
shouted in high excitement: ‘Land ho!’ There was a coastline off to the northwest and, soon after
it was sighted, the most obvious landmark would go onto Cook’s chart with the name Point
Hicks: a tribute to that man who first saw it, 31-year-old Second Lieutenant Zachary Hickes.As
Endeavour closed in on the land, the coast was seen to disappear over the horizon to the north-
east, and on considering this, Cook called for a change of course in that direction so it could be
traced. But to where, no one knew.During the following four months, as his ship weaved her way
north, this remarkable seafarer explored and mapped every possible detail of the coastline –
sometimes by going ashore for a more accurate view of his surroundings.Now, though, he was
experiencing the worst part of a nightmare that had haunted him for weeks, one caused mainly
by sailing almost blindly through the hundreds upon hundreds of threatening coral cays and
reefs making up what we know today as the Great Barrier Reef. It had been a harrowing
passage, and Cook would later note: ‘we have sailed 360 leagues without ever having a man out
of the chains heaving the lead [to measure the depth] when the ship was underway, a
circumstance that I dare say never happened to any ship before and yet here it was absolutely
necessary.’The captain had known from the moment his ship became imprisoned in the coral
maze that the odds were stacked in favour of high drama. He had also known he had no
alternative but to continue sailing downwind to the north, and to explore this coast to the best of
his ability.In the middle of the night on 11 June, Cook’s fears were realised: Endeavour ploughed
into an unseen reef that was lurking just below the sea surface. The ever-articulate Banks put
that dramatic scene into words in his journal:… the tide ebbed so much that we found it
impossible to attempt to get her off till next high water … Anchors were however got out and laid
ready for heaving … The tide began to rise and as it rose the ship worked violently upon the
rocks so that by 2 she began to make water and increased very fast … Now in my own opinion I
entirely gave up the ship and packing up what I thought I might save prepared myself for the
worst.Through great seamanship, determination and the good fortune that came with the
weather being relatively benign, Endeavour was re-floated and the necessary repairs completed
over a seven-week period, in a sheltered river mouth on the mainland. During that time, Cook
convinced himself it was imperative to find a channel through the outer reef that was wide
enough and deep enough for the ship to make good her escape to the open sea. Ironically, it
was because Cook accepted that the dangers of sailing within the confines of the reef were too
great that he found himself in this latest, far more perilous situation.Five days after Endeavour
resumed her voyage, escape from inside the reef was achieved via a channel to the east of
Lizard Island. Initially, all was well. The ship made good speed north, her sails billowing on the



face of a strong south-east trade wind as she pursued a course well wide of the reef. This was
the first time in three months that all aboard could enjoy the relief that came from having safe
and deep water under the keel. It was especially the case for those with the responsibility of
being a lookout – usually one or more of the mates, if not the captain or officers. Their task was
now casual, not constant.There was one problem emerging which had to be confronted,
however. Every time Endeavour surged down one of the large, deep-blue rolling seas and
gouged out a white bow wave more than a metre high, a torrent of water would spew into the
bilge. The carpenters were sent below and forward to find the cause, and they soon reported to
the captain that the repairs made to the bow after the grounding on the reef had obviously not
extended high enough above the waterline. Water was pouring in through damaged planks and
open seams, filling the bilge along the entire length of the ship at the disconcerting rate of 9
inches an hour. With there being no way to make repairs, the only solution was for one of the
pumps to be manned around the clock until conditions eased. Cook would later note that ‘this
was looked upon as trifling to the danger we had lately made our escape from’.For Cook, the
mental reprieve that came with being rid of the reef would be brief. By not having the coast in
sight, he was now decreasing his chance of successfully completing the next stage of his
mission. Having confirmed the existence of the east coast of New Holland, he still needed to
discover if a channel or strait existed between wherever this new-found coast terminated and the
land to the north known as New Guinea, the southern coast of which had been charted by
Spain’s Luís Vaez de Torres more than 160 years earlier. So, after enjoying some forty-eight
hours away from danger, the captain, ‘fearful of over shooting the passage supposing there to be
one between this land and New Guinea’, issued the order to wear ship and hold a course to the
west until the outer edge of the reef, or the coast, became apparent.The reef that threatened
their very existence right now was sighted just before sunset on 15 August, about 2 leagues – 6
nautical miles – to the west, off Endeavour’s port side. Cook elected to continue sailing north and
into the night on a course he hoped would parallel this considerable navigational hazard, but
around midnight, when the wind suddenly changed direction from east-south-east to east-by-
north – turning the reef into an intimidating lee shore – he quickly realised he must adopt a more
cautious course. His well-calculated call was for the ship to be tacked immediately and sailed on
a near reciprocal track back to the south and away from the danger. Soon afterwards, though,
with the reef a mere 2 nautical miles to leeward, the wind faded to nothing and the sea surface
went glassy.A shouted enquiry from the deck to the lookout aloft had him confirm that, in the dim
light of the waning moon, he could still see the large surf breaking onto the reef: a long, shadowy
streak of grey that was unmistakable against the blackness of the sea. Over the next hour or so,
bearings were taken and calculations made, causing the captain to declare with some level of
concern that Endeavour was ‘nearing the reef fast by means of a flood tide and S.E. swell’.The
destruction of the ship became more likely with the wash from each wave, and as this occurred,
so the haunting sound of the pounding seas grew proportionately louder. They were nature’s
death knell. ‘A little after 4 o’clock the roaring of the surf was plainly heard,’ Cook would later



write in his journal, ‘and at day break the vast foaming breakers were too plainly to be seen not a
mile from us towards which we found the ship was carried by the waves surprisingly fast …’.With
no breath of breeze, it was impossible to sail away from the danger, so Cook had to consider all
other options. He immediately ordered that two of Endeavour’s three boats – the 10-foot-long
yawl and 18-foot longboat – be hoisted out and manned in an attempt to tow the ship away from
the threat. At the same time, even though it was still dark, he had the carpenters set about
making hasty repairs to the damaged pinnace (similar in length to the longboat), so that it, too,
could lend assistance in the towing operation. But even with all three boats in the water and
eighteen men hauling their hearts out on the oars, this desperate effort proved near futile. All
they could achieve – while assisted by some of the ship’s crew manning sweep oars set from
Endeavour’s two stern ports – was to get ‘the ship’s head round to the northward’, Cook noted,
‘which seemed to be the only way to keep her off the reef or at least to delay time’.Cook then
had to accept that nature held the advantage – they were still being swept towards the reef: ‘We
had at this time not an air of wind and the depth of water was unfathomable, so there was not a
possibility of anchoring, in this distressed situation we had nothing but providence and the small
assistance our boats could give us to trust to.’All the while, the crewman in the chains at the side
of the ship, adjacent to the helm position on the quarterdeck, continued to heave the lead in the
hope of finding the bottom. Should he make that call then the anchor, the best bower, which was
at the ready, could be lowered the instant an order was shouted from the quarterdeck. But each
time the leadsman deftly swung the 14-pound weight, which was attached to a long line, and
looped it into the sea, the call he made for the captain’s benefit simply added to the magnitude
of the looming disaster: ‘100 fathoms. No ground Sir … 120 fathoms. No ground Sir … 150
fathoms. No ground Sir.’In layman’s parlance, the reef edge that appeared about to become the
ship’s nemesis was the summit of a vertical coral cliff-face that descended some 300 metres to
the ocean floor – the height of the Eiffel Tower in Paris!The leadsman’s proclamations only fed
the fear that was then tearing at the minds of all on board: it would be impossible for any man to
survive the incredible force the roaring seas would exert on the ship the moment it was smashed
to pieces on the reef by the giant waves. In such a catastrophic maelstrom, every crew-member
would either be killed by the impact or drown. The point had been reached where only a miracle
could save the sailors and their ship from this terminal situation.Incredibly, though, while
Endeavour was trapped by the calm and being drawn towards the reef as if responding to a
powerful natural magnetic force, the men on board showed no evidence of panic. Every one of
them who was required to sail the vessel stood at his position – most at the ready on the braces
and sheets that controlled the sails to respond immediately and trim the sails to suit any puff of
wind that might miraculously appear. With it still being dark – sunrise was not until 6.35 am – this
task was doubly daunting, as it was all about the senses. In daylight, the sailors would be able to
see any small dark patches of ripple generated by a slight breeze on an otherwise glassy sea. At
this time, though, all around them was black.The dedication of his men was not lost on the
captain:It was six o’clock and we were not above 80 or 100 yards from the breakers, the same



sea that washed the sides of the ship rose in a breaker prodigiously high the very next time it did
rise so that between us and destruction was only a dismal valley the breadth of one wave … we
had hardly any hopes of saving the ship … yet in this truly terrible situation not one man ceased
to do his utmost and that with as much calmness as if no danger had been near. All the dangers
we had escaped [previously] were little in comparison of being thrown upon this reef where the
ship must be dashed to pieces in a moment.Banks wrote of their wretched predicament: ‘our
case was truly desperate, no man I believe but who gave himself entirely over, a speedy death
was all we had to hope for and that from the vastness of the breakers which must quickly dash
the ship all to pieces was scarce to be doubted. Other hopes we had none.’But suddenly, silent
prayers were being answered …‘There’s a breeze,’ one of the anxious tars would almost
certainly have shouted as he felt it waft across his craggy, weather-beaten face.Others would
have agreed in unison, at the same time sensing that its direction meant they just might be able
to avoid catastrophe. They looked aloft – yes, the sails were stirring – and with that a sense of
urgency took over.Orders shouted from the quarterdeck called for the braces and sheets to be
quickly trimmed, so that the ship’s canvas wings could capture every ounce of force from this
faint breeze that was fanning through the rig. The morsel of relief that came when the sails
began to fill was magnified considerably when it was realised that Endeavour was responding to
the helm. The helmsman had steerage – she was ever so slowly making headway, and that
would enable her to be guided away from the menacing white water thundering onto the coral a
stone’s throw away.Even so, the captain and his most experienced seamen knew they were far
from being out of the reef’s grasp, simply because it was impossible to say how long the gentle
breeze would prevail. Was this puff their lifesaver, or simply the Sirens tormenting them like a cat
pawing at a half-dead bird?Whichever scenario proved to be true, at this moment it was taken for
the desperately needed miracle they had prayed for, and the fact that it came from a desirable
direction made the moment even more remarkable.Minutes later, Endeavour, still rolling in
response to the large swells, was one boat-length away from the reef … then two … then three
… That was until, within ten minutes the torture returned: the benevolent breath disappeared as
quickly as it had appeared.Anxiety returned to the heart of every man.Pages of scrunched-up
paper were thrown over the side and into the water to check on the ship’s rate and direction of
drift. They confirmed the worst. The threat was re-emerging.But again a miracle: the slightest of
breezes prevailed and moved them to a safer distance. As the sea now became illuminated by
the rising sun, the lookout shouted out that there was a channel ahead. Soon another
development assisted them, in the form of a change in the tide.And so, on Thursday, 16 August
1770, a twist of fate – a quirk of nature in the form of an ever-so-gentle and unexpected puff of
wind – had changed the course of history. Cook and his men were spared from the fatal
consequences of a horrendous shipwreck, one that might have remained a maritime mystery
forever; one that would have deprived the world too soon of the greatest maritime navigator,
explorer and cartographer of all time.CHAPTER ONEFrom Farm Boy to SeafarerIt was 1745,
and James Cook – a strapping, brown-haired, brown-eyed Yorkshire lad more than 6 foot tall –



had not long been in the coastal village of Staithes, in England’s north-east, when he began to
realise that the sea would be his destiny. For the seventeen-year-old, it was a slow transition
initially, from fascination, to obsession, and then fact.First settled by the Vikings around 900 AD,
Staithes is a tiny fishing village compressed into a gorge, with a winding, ribbon-like stream, the
Roxby Beck, meandering through its midst. During Cook’s short time there, the village
comprised irregular-sized stone and brick residences of one or two levels, squeezed together
along narrow thoroughfares, and most with their front doors opening out onto the street. All the
houses had steeply sloping chimney-topped roofs of terracotta or slate. What legitimate wealth
there was in the town came from the sea – Staithes boasted one of the largest fishing fleets in
England – and the mining of alum and other minerals from the cliffs surrounding the village.
Additional, illegitimate wealth resulted from the place being a haven for smugglers and their
vessels.Cook had gone to Staithes to start his working life as a junior assistant to a merchant,
haberdasher and grocer named William Sanderson. As he had wandered along the
cobblestoned High Street back on that first day, looking for Mr Sanderson’s shopfront, his height
and strong build would have made him conspicuous among the locals. At the same time, he no
doubt sensed he was negotiating a somewhat claustrophobic, man-made cavern, thanks to the
proximity of the residences to the street. It was an environment that was totally foreign to his
upbringing amid the rolling green hills about 20 miles inland. And life in Staithes appeared to be
far more exciting than what he had known in the country, where he had often helped his father, a
farm worker, toil in the wide open fields. Here the air was filled with the smell of the sea and
seaweed, and the waterfront was a mass of fishing boats, fishing nets and fishermen who had
returned from the sea, or were preparing to head out.Young Cook had come to work for
Sanderson in the hope that one day he himself might become a merchant. He was already well
qualified for such an occupation, having demonstrated a considerable aptitude in arithmetic at
school, and Mr Sanderson, as a ‘grocer’ – a merchant who traded in ‘gross quantities’ of a
remarkably wide range of products, including foodstuffs and household goods – needed
someone who had aptitude for numbers.Apart from the experience of being employed in the
shop, where he slept under the counter each night – a practice not uncommon for apprentices of
the day – the young farm boy became intrigued by the vibrancy of life in the busy little seaport.
The harbour at Staithes opens onto the North Sea (which in that era was commonly referred to
as the German Sea or Oceanus Germanicus), a location that led to many a well-travelled sailor
patronising Sanderson’s waterfront premises. Inevitably during these visits, Cook’s fertile mind
would be filled to overflowing – regaled and liberally nourished by colourful stories of adventure
on the high seas and the excitement that came through visiting ports near and far.The impact of
such stories was so profound on Cook that after only a few months in Staithes, his thoughts
about the future were soon turning away from being a merchant and towards adventure at sea:
seafaring was, for him, far more appealing than the world of commerce where he would be doing
little more than selling uninspiring essentials of everyday life.Legend has it that the tipping point
came when a well-weathered sailor strolled into the store and used a one-shilling piece minted



to Britain’s South American trading organisation, the South Sea Company, to pay for his
purchase. Young James is said to have looked at the coin as if it were an omen guiding him to
his future: as though it held magical powers – conjuring up a thousand stories of distant
lands.Within eighteen months of arriving in Staithes, Cook had, with the full support of his
employer, decided to move on from working the shop floor to walking the deck. So the tall young
Yorkshireman packed his bags, bade Mr Sanderson farewell, and travelled 10 miles south to
another seaport, Whitby, on the River Esk.A clue to Whitby’s place in English history is seen
atop one of the high hills surrounding the town, where the ruins of Whitby Abbey, founded by St
Hilda in 658 AD, stand in defiance of time. In 1746, the town was about to add to its impressive
history: it was from here that the remarkable seafaring life of Captain James Cook, the great
master mariner, navigator, explorer and cartographer, evolved.With a population of more than
10,000, Whitby was considerably larger than Staithes, and far more active as a seaport. Around
250 ships, the majority owned by local businessmen, sailed out of the Esk each year and traded
with ports across the known world. Cook’s new hometown was 25 miles directly east of his
birthplace, Marton-in-Cleveland, yet the two were like comparing wheat and weeds with kippers
and kelp.Cook was born on 27 October 1728, the second child of 34-year-old Scotsman James
Cook, and his wife, Grace (née Pace), in a humble and extremely small mud-walled cottage,
known locally as a ‘biggin’. It would have comprised two rooms, at most, and is thought to have
had a dirt floor and thatched roof. There were no more than three tiny windows, bringing a
minimal amount of light into the dim interior.The family home would have been a damp, dank
and bleak introduction to the world for baby James. The roof and walls of such a basic abode
almost always leaked, causing the floor to be constantly wet. There was no sanitation and, with
soap a highly priced luxury, personal hygiene was almost nonexistent for most families of this
low social strata. To counter the inevitable pungent smells that were part of such a clammy
circumstance, and to make the house more habitable, fragrant herbs – more than likely
meadowsweet – as well as straw, were strewn throughout the cottage. Meadowsweet was the
preferred choice of all classes of the Georgian era, having been the favourite strewing herb of
Queen Elizabeth I more than a century before.On 3 November 1728, an entry in the register at
the village church, St Cuthbert’s, told of the newborn’s baptism: ‘James, the son of a day
labourer’. He had a brother, John, who was one year older, and by the time James was
seventeen, five sisters and another brother had been born. Sadly, four of those siblings did not
live beyond four years, while John passed away aged twenty-two. Only his sisters, Christiana
and Margaret, enjoyed longevity, both living beyond sixty.James Cook senior was recognised
locally as a diligent farm worker who demonstrated an intelligent approach to his tasks. He was
employed by an estate owner, George Mewburn, until 1736, when he accepted the full-time
position as foreman, a ‘hind’, on the stately and historic Aireyholme Farm, near Great Ayton, 6
miles to the south of Marton-in-Cleveland. The property, which has its origins dating back more
than 1000 years to the time of the Saxons, and remains a fully operational farm to this day, is
located on the lower slopes of Roseberry Topping – an impressive, Matterhorn-like peak



standing 1049 feet above sea level. When James Cook senior took up his employment, the farm
was owned by Thomas Skottowe, Lord of the Manor of Great Ayton.James junior, then eight
years old, is believed to have attended the local school, which had been established by a farm
owner in the district, Michael Postgate. It has been suggested that Skottowe paid for James’s
schooling as part of an incentive for James senior to remain in his employ, and because he was
impressed by the young lad’s dedication to learning. As many as thirty children attended the
school, the curriculum of which comprised four main subjects: reading, arithmetic, writing and
religion. Cook remained there until just before he took up his apprenticeship in Staithes, by
which point his academic achievements had led to the Lord of the Manor eagerly recommending
him to his friend William Sanderson.Similarly impressed with the teenager’s intelligence and
work ethic, it was Sanderson who now provided Cook with an introduction to Whitby-based
shipowners John and Henry Walker. The Walker brothers had a fleet of commercial vessels
operating primarily in the coal trade, working the lucrative passage that took coal from
Newcastle-on-Tyne, north of Whitby, down south to London. Other ships in their fleet made
cargo runs to ports around the North Sea and in the Baltic.Before taking up his position with the
Walkers, Cook was obliged to sign a 478-word indenture Agreement which outlined his
obligations to his ‘master’, whom he was required to ‘faithfully serve’ throughout the three-year
apprenticeship. Among many conditions, the document stipulated that the apprentice ‘shall not
commit fornication, or contract matrimony within the said term’, nor would he ‘haunt taverns or
playhouses’.In return, the master was obliged to teach him ‘the trade, mystery and occupation of
the mariner’ and provide him with ‘meat and drink, washing and lodging’. The latter point meant
that Cook, along with up to fifteen other apprentice sailors, was accommodated in the fourth-
level attic of John Walker’s riverfront home in Grape Lane, near the centre of town. In keeping
with their life at sea, these apprentices slept in hammocks suspended from the rafters. When it
came to work, they didn’t have far to go to board their ships – Walker had the vessels that were
in port docked at his residence.The Walkers were highly respected in Whitby. They were
Quakers, a religion based on high morals, integrity and a solid work ethic. John Walker, who had
been impressed by Cook’s approach to work right from the outset, would go on to become the
young lad’s lifetime friend and mentor.While visions of the South Seas and dreams of ocean
adventures propelled Cook’s life on its new journey like a warm trade wind filling a ship’s sails,
there was nothing glamorous or romantic about this initiation. His ship, Freelove – a name
meaning ‘divine grace’ – was a solidly built 341-ton three-masted collier (often referred to as a
bark or a cat), about 100 feet in overall length and with a broad beam. Having been purpose-
designed to carry coal, internal volume was of great importance. This meant she was relatively
slab-sided and flat-bottomed. The latter feature brought a number of advantages: Freelove was
shallow draft, so she could navigate river entrances and waterways where there was little depth
of water. It also allowed her to ‘take the ground’ – that is, sit safely on a mudflat or sandbank
when the tide had ebbed. These far-from-pretty ships were functional but not fast; however, they
could handle the heavy weather that the North Sea delivered all too often.Having served out a



suitable period of training, Cook first sailed aboard Freelove in the depth of winter in February
1747. Now aged eighteen, he was posted as a ‘servant’: a junior position where he would ‘learn
the ropes’ when it came to actually sailing the vessel, and assist with loading and unloading the
coal. He and other young apprentices, usually fifteen in the crew of twenty-five, would scurry
aloft to set, reef or furl sails as dictated by the wind and demanded by the master. In reality,
though, this role was hardly different from a young lad starting work in a coal pit, except that
Cook was aboard a lumbering collier where, in good times, he could enjoy the open sea and
wide horizons. At other times, his lot was similar to that of the young mine-worker: it was a dirty,
grubby, grimy and laborious existence, one in which it often seemed there was more coal dust
on the decks than sea mist in the air. Each round voyage from Whitby to Newcastle, then London
and back to Whitby, was about 600 nautical miles. Some 400 vessels plied this route annually,
the majority completing at least six voyages in that time.The 50-nautical-mile passage from
Whitby to Newcastle would have taken around ten hours to complete. Once Freelove entered
Newcastle’s Tyne River, the hard yards began. The crew, assisted by local keelmen (waterfront
coal loaders) used buckets, skips and slings to first unload the ballast the ship had carried to
provide stability when under sail, then load the coal into the empty hold – usually between 300
and 400 tons of it, depending on the size of the vessel. This procedure was then reversed in
London: the coal would be discharged at docks on the north bank of the River Thames, about a
mile downstream from London Bridge, which at the time was the only structure spanning the
river.Every round trip aboard Freelove took about four weeks to complete, depending on the
weather. One can only imagine the physical appearance of Cook and his crewmates after being
exposed to so much coal dust during that time. Yet none of this toil deterred Cook from holding
course when it came to his career path. Most importantly, he was gaining experience under sail
on the notorious North Sea, which, because it was so shallow and strewn with sandbanks, could
be one of the roughest and toughest expanses of ocean known to man. In many places in the
south, where the water was less than 20 fathoms, wicked storms, accompanied by huge
breaking waves, were commonplace. Little wonder these waters were the graveyard for
countless ships and men over the centuries.Each time Cook returned to Whitby, he would apply
himself to his studies, all of which were aimed at qualifying him for a future as a seafarer, and
hopefully, one day, as the master of his own vessel. This dedication would lead to him being self-
taught in the important areas of algebra, trigonometry, geometry, astronomy and navigation, the
latter being a subject urged upon him by John Walker.After completing three coal runs aboard
Freelove, Cook was brought ashore temporarily to work on the rigging and fitting-out of the
Walkers’ newest ship, Three Brothers. The maintenance, repairing and re-rigging of vessels
were familiar tasks for Cook and his fellow apprentices, particularly during wintertime, when
most of the ships remained in port. Once Cook had finished his three-year apprenticeship, the
Walkers transferred him to Three Brothers, and he remained part of her crew until 1752. He was
then promoted to the position of mate aboard another new vessel in the fleet, Friendship.It is
interesting to note that 1752 was the year of calendar reform in England – when the Calendar



Act of 1751 took effect. This was ‘an Act for regulating the commencement of the year; and for
correcting the calendar now in use’. The legislation was enacted to coincide with Britain
changing from the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar in September that year. Simply put,
it meant that eleven days were removed from the month of September, so the day after 2
September 1752 became 14 September 1752. Also, until this change, each year was deemed to
start on 25 March, but the legislation decreed that in future it would begin on 1 January. The
consequence of this has led to considerable confusion on many occasions over actual dates
relating to this period, and debates that continue to this day. For example, when Cook was born
on 27 October 1728, England was using the Julian calendar, but after 1752, when the Gregorian
calendar was introduced, his birth date, strictly speaking, would be 7 November.As the years
progressed, so Cook’s horizons expanded. At one stage he joined the crew of Mary, another in
the Walkers’ fleet, and sailed to the Baltic and St Petersburg. He also crewed on a ship
transporting troops to Ireland. On each voyage he applied himself assiduously to developing his
sailing and navigation skills under the guidance of the master.Fully supportive of Cook’s
emerging talent, John and Henry Walker offered the 26-year-old the position of master aboard
Friendship in the summer of 1755. However, his mind was by then focused on a world that
extended way beyond coal runs across the North Sea. He had decided to move on, to ‘take his
future fortune’ in a different direction – namely, with the Royal Navy – so he politely declined the
Walkers’ offer, and with it a virtual guarantee of a secure career in the merchant marine.Cook
surprised many by choosing to enlist. He would have to start in the service’s lower ranks, and it
was rare for a man from the merchant marine to make that choice. Should someone in his
position have wanted to escape the mundaneness of working aboard a coastal collier on short
voyages, he always had the option of joining another company and crossing the Atlantic or
sailing to the Far East and beyond. In fact, by opting for the navy in 1755, Cook chose a career
path that entailed everything most men would want to avoid.One of Britain’s most acclaimed
writers of the eighteenth century – and the man who gave the country its first dictionary – Dr
Samuel Johnson, best explained a seafarer’s life in this era when he wrote: ‘No man will be a
sailor who has contrivance enough to get himself into jail; for being in a ship is being in a jail,
with the chance of being drowned.’ More than two centuries later, highly respected Cook
biographer John Cawte Beaglehole, OM CMG, reflected on this quote of Johnson’s when
comparing life in the Royal Navy with that in the merchant marine:Men enough went to sea to
give the lie to that remark; the merchant service at least was adequately manned. The navy was
a different matter. Its physical conditions were worse; its pay was worse; its food was worse, its
discipline was harsh, its record of sickness was appalling. To the chance of being drowned could
be added the chance of being flogged, hanged or being shot, though it was true that deaths in
battle were infinitely fewer than deaths from disease. The enemy might kill in tens, scurvy and
typhus killed in tens of hundreds.Sailor that he was, Cook would have contemplated all these
things when considering his future. If he felt any apprehension about advising the Walkers of his
decision, it would have been quickly erased when John Walker assured him he had no



hesitation in writing a positive reference recommending him for the service. This was yet another
example of the rapport and mutual respect the two men grew to enjoy. Cook was forever grateful
for Walker’s support and guidance during their nine years together at Whitby. He wrote to him
regularly, and on the rare occasions when he visited his family in Great Ayton, he always tried to
see Walker as well.Around this time, Cook’s father retired from his role as foreman at Aireyholme
Farm, and he and Grace subsequently either built or renovated a two-storey residence nearby.
Later, when fame came to James Cook junior through his exploits as a navigator and explorer,
this cottage became recognised as ‘Cook’s Cottage’, due to a misguided belief that the seafarer
had spent his younger years there. In 1933, by which time the residence was a derelict structure,
it was purchased by Sir Russell Grimwade of Melbourne, who subsequently gifted it to the
people of Victoria as part of the state’s centenary celebrations the following year. Grimwade had
the cottage transported – brick by brick, tile by tile, with even the attached ivy included – to
Melbourne, where it was carefully rebuilt in the city’s Fitzroy Gardens as a tribute to the great
explorer.The cottage stands today as the oldest building in Australia, and the original English ivy
continues to grow on its walls. While the residence has been billed as having been Captain
Cook’s home, history suggests that he did not live in this house for any period of time, if at all.
Furthermore, it’s about half the size it was in Cook’s day: a section was demolished, apparently
to make way for a roadway in Great Ayton.CHAPTER TWOLife on the Lower DeckCook signed
up with the Royal Navy on 17 June 1755, in Wapping, close to Execution Dock on the north bank
of the Thames. While this dock was a point of arrival and departure for navy and merchant ships,
its macabre name was most appropriate: it was the site for public hangings of felons and Royal
Navy offenders. One of the most gruesome, and famous, executions occurred more than fifty
years prior to Cook’s enlistment. On 23 May 1701, the legendary British pirate Captain Kidd was
hung at Execution Dock (it took two attempts because the noose broke on the first occasion),
then his body was gibbeted (hung on public display) for years thereafter as a deterrent to
others.Cook’s decision as a 26-year-old to volunteer as an able seaman for naval service was
both bold and well calculated. Most men looking for a life on the quarterdeck had been enlisted
during their early to mid teens by their father or a family friend with ties to the navy. Cook was not
concerned by this. The Royal Navy was where he wanted to be; it promised the life and
opportunities he desired, so, if in the early stages it meant he played a subordinate role to men
many years his junior, then so be it. It was the future that mattered. Even so, there was nothing
pleasant about being on the lower deck of any ship of that era: the calibre of men making up the
crew left a lot to be desired. Cook’s early years in the navy would later be seen as a valuable
time in his career, since, unlike so many officers, he experienced first-hand the bottom rung – the
tough side – of shipboard life. There is no doubt this contributed to him being a great leader of
men in the years to come.At the time when Cook presented his papers to the navy, England was
involved in what was referred to as the ‘Phoney War’ with France – a chest-beating period of
confrontation between the two nations that served as a build-up to history’s first global conflict,
the Seven Years War. Hostilities would be formalised once Great Britain, under King George II,



officially declared war on the French in May 1756, and Louis XV of France made a counter
declaration a month later. As was always the case, the threat of impending war meant that the
navy was desperate for recruits: men skilled or unskilled who could man the ships. The number
required was quite astonishing – an expansion from 16,000 to 80,000 was needed, and as
quickly as possible if Britain was to go onto a full war footing. With insufficient volunteers to fill
the quota, the Royal Navy’s infamous press gangs took over the recruitment drive – by coercing,
or simply forcing, men into the service. The majority of their hapless victims came from the
merchant marine, but sometimes they were just ragamuffins and ruffians from the streets.This
being the case, one can only imagine the look of surprise on the face of the lieutenant who
received Cook, on that day in June 1755. Here was a fit and healthy, nine-year veteran of the
merchant marine, with excellent qualifications – sufficient to be a master, no less – who was
abandoning all that to become an underling in the Royal Navy: an able seaman with a monthly
wage of just £1 4 shillings. For the under-manned Royal Navy, it was almost too good to be true.
So little wonder that, after the lieutenant checked the new recruit’s credentials, plans were swiftly
made for Cook to go to Spithead, the anchorage off the south coast at Portsmouth, where he
would board HMS Eagle, a 58-gun 147-foot fourth-rate ship with a complement of 400
men.Eight days later, on 25 June, Able Seaman Cook was rowed in a navy longboat across the
Solent from Portsmouth and out to Eagle. Once there he clambered up the side of the ship,
stepped onto the deck and reported for duty.While everything about Eagle was considerably
larger, and cleaner, than the likes of Freelove, he could not have been overly impressed by what
he saw. The ten-year-old ship had come out of dry dock in Portsmouth on 8 May, following a refit
and completion of repairs after she was damaged by a storm while in the dock. It was now some
six weeks later, and despite the entire ship being abuzz with the frenetic activity of shipwrights,
riggers and crew going about their tasks, Eagle was still a long way from being ready to put to
sea – another six weeks in fact. It would have been a lot easier to have this work carried out
while the ship was in the dry dock, but with crew at such a premium and often difficult to retain,
ships were usually moved out to the anchorage in the Solent whenever possible to stop would-
be deserters from getting ashore.Eagle had a new commander, Joseph Hamar, a captain with
no glorious past and, it would soon transpire, an inglorious future. Hamar’s initial orders required
him to sail Eagle to the south-west coast of Ireland and undertake a lone patrol, intercepting and
inspecting any suspicious-looking vessel that came within sight – all part of the overall plan to
frustrate any attempts by the French to transport cargo or military men between foreign ports.
The first contact came off the southernmost point of the British mainland, The Lizard, only four
days after the ship had weighed anchor at Spithead and headed west on the English Channel.
Cook, who was keeping a journal detailing the voyage, recorded the moment: ‘Friday 8 August.
Fired a shot and brought to and examined a ship from Antigua bound to London out of which we
impressed 3 men …’Cook’s lowly rank ensured he had little, if any, contact with the captain.
However, his considerable sailing experience with the Walkers obviously brought him to the
attention of Eagle’s sailing master, Thomas Bisset, because a month after joining the ship he



was promoted to master’s mate. His new role was to report to Bisset on everything that related to
the actual sailing of the ship – rigging, equipment, anchoring and sails. Most importantly for
Cook, the promotion meant that Bisset would help him to better understand the operation of this
Royal Navy vessel, which was around four times the tonnage of a Whitby collier, with a ship’s
complement some twenty times the size of anything the Yorkshireman had previously
experienced.Eagle reached the coast of Ireland a few days after the initial intercept and
commenced her patrol. It proceeded without incident until 3 September, when a storm
intervened, carrying winds so powerful that Hamar became convinced that the mainmast had
been overloaded to the point where it had ‘sprung’ – fractured – between the decks. Cook’s
journal entry for that Monday morning reads: ‘6AM A very hard gale. Lost the driver boom
overboard. 7AM Reefed the fore sail and balanced the mizzen. 9AM Brailed up the main sail …
10AM Found the main mast to be sprung in the lower partner …’The captain decided that the
damage was sufficiently serious for Eagle to head to the Devonshire port of Plymouth for repairs.
Once there and the anchor was set, the Royal Navy’s local master mast-maker inspected the
structure and declared it to be sound. Hamar would now have been expected to return to his
patrol immediately, but for some inexplicable reason, he showed a distinct reluctance to do so.
Instead, he elected to dock the ship so that the bottom could be cleaned and tallowed. It was an
action that did not impress the hierarchy of the Admiralty, and their response was swift. Within a
few days Hamar was declared to be an ‘incompetent officer’ and was relieved of his duties. This
proved to be his last posting as a sea-going captain, and, as fate would have it, his demise
greatly benefited Cook’s career.Eagle’s new commander, 32-year-old Yorkshireman Hugh
Palliser, was one of the Admiralty’s preferred people; an officer who was rising impressively
through the ranks and destined for far greater things. He had just returned from escorting a
convoy of transport ships across the Atlantic to the British colony of Virginia, so the posting to
Eagle was a logical progression for him. Palliser’s naval career had started at age twelve, when
he first went to sea in the company of an uncle. By the time he was eighteen, he had passed his
qualifying exam to become a lieutenant, but he had to wait for the actual promotion because he
was too young.Palliser’s presence on the ship reminded new recruit Cook just how far down the
ranks he was within the service. Palliser was only five years his senior, yet he had twenty years’
more naval experience. He took up his first command on a Royal Navy vessel in the same year
as Cook joined the Walkers in Whitby.It is not known when the new captain and the master’s
mate first met, but the evidence suggests that there was a solid bond from the outset. Palliser
realised he had a talented man of considerable seafaring experience in Cook, and before long
the foundation of what would become a lifelong friendship had been established. In particular, he
taught Cook much about navigation and mapping. This relationship saw Palliser mentor Cook,
much like the championing that the younger Yorkshireman had enjoyed from Great Ayton’s Lord
of the Manor, Thomas Skottowe, more than a decade earlier.Captain Palliser had the sails set
and Eagle leaving Plymouth in her wake on 8 October. She sailed under orders to join a large
squadron patrolling the western approaches of the Channel, where the British were desperate to



apply a stranglehold to French maritime activities – naval and merchant. Any ship they captured
was to be sailed back to England as a prize. For much of this time, the Channel was in a foul
mood, making everything about the deployment unpleasant. Adding to the wretchedness, the
majority of vessels that Palliser and his crew hunted down, stopped and searched turned out to
be friend, not French.Eagle’s first success came with the interception and detention of a French
fishing vessel, which was returning home laden with a catch taken off the coast of
Newfoundland. Some 150 French prisoners were transferred to Eagle before a small crew were
sent aboard the French prize to sail her back to England. She certainly wasn’t the most exciting
catch, but it was a start. Further success came a week later with the capture of a more valuable
prize: a French snow – a two-masted merchant vessel similar to a brig.Soon afterwards, Cook
had his first exposure to the full force of a naval battle, albeit as an observer. Eagle stood by on
15 November, as ordered, while other RN ships blasted the French 50-gun Espérance into
submission before she sank. ‘Received on Board from the Esperance 26 Prisoners at 4 o’clock,’
Cook wrote that day. ‘The Esperance on fire there being no possibility of keeping her above
water …’By now, with winter approaching, the storms became more frequent and severe. The
cold was taking a toll on the men and the punishing conditions were damaging the ships,
including Eagle. At times the combination of a howling wind, flogging canvas and a pounding
sea sent earthquake-like shudders through the entire vessel. Eagle had already suffered mast
failure during this patrol, and now the power of the storms was causing structural problems as
well.Palliser and his men were no doubt pleased, therefore, when Eagle and five other ships
were ordered by the patrol commander, Vice-Admiral John Byng, to return to Plymouth for
repairs and a refit. Eagle arrived there on 23 November and, after off-loading more than 200
French prisoners, she went into dry dock. She remained in port for the entire winter, not returning
to active service until 13 March the following year.While the patrol was considered successful,
Palliser went ashore in Plymouth a frustrated man. Four days later, he fired off a missive to the
Admiralty in London complaining most strongly about the standard of his crewmen: ‘When their
Lordships shall think proper to Complete this Ship’s Complement I hope they’ll be pleased to
Order her a few good Men, for I assure you I have been much distressed this last Cruise having
so very few Seamen on board …’Master’s Mate Cook was obviously one of those ‘very few’,
because on 22 January he was advised by the captain that he was to be promoted. Cook’s
reference to this in his log was simple: ‘AM had a Survey on Boatswain’s [bosun’s] Stores, when
[I] Succeeded the Former Boatswain …’ This new supervisory position brought him a salary of
£4 per month and made him responsible for the maintenance and repair of all parts of the ship,
on deck and aloft, plus the boats.When Eagle returned to patrol duties in the Channel and off the
coast of France in March 1756, she was under orders very similar to those of the previous
operation. Initially there was little success, except for the interception of two very small sloops
that were smuggling tea and brandy from Guernsey to England.Sunday 4 April marked another
important first in the seafaring life of James Cook, when he was directed by Palliser to go aboard
a British cutter that was part of their squadron and take command. The following day, while on



patrol, Cook took time to make a small sketch of the features, man-made and natural, of the
coastline around Morlaix in Brittany, in the north-west of France. It is believed that this was the
first time that he revealed his impressive talent, one that was essential for explorers of that
era.Cook remained as master of this vessel for some weeks, no doubt revelling in the
responsibility that came with being independent and in command. The experience ended when
he and his crew were transferred to the commodore’s ship, HMS Falmouth, and returned to
Plymouth. They were then put aboard the 60-gun HMS St Albans for more patrol work on the
Channel.Shortly before Britain’s declaration of war against the French on 18 May, Cook was
transferred back to Eagle. From the moment he went aboard, he was shocked to see so many
members of her crew either extremely ill or dying, primarily because of exposure to the
elements. It was an image that became so firmly embedded in his mind that it would influence
his later life as a ship’s commander.Fortunately, then, Cook’s return to Eagle was a brief episode.
Soon he was directed to take command of a French prize, Triton, and sail her with an English
crew back to Plymouth. On reaching port, he was then ordered to sail Triton on to London, which
he reached without incident at the end of June. Six weeks later, though, Cook was back aboard
Eagle in Plymouth and faced with distressing news. Illness was again sweeping through the ship
and had taken a terrible toll: twenty-six of the crew, including the ship’s surgeon, had died, and
130 others were in hospital.There was an obvious solution to this unacceptable situation, and
Palliser made sure that the Admiralty knew it. Most of his crew were ‘landsmen’, who came
aboard without clothing suitable for seafaring, and the navy’s allowance for slops did nothing to
help. Palliser wrote: ‘Naked when they came on board being for the most part Vagabonds not
one in Twenty of them that had more than a Shirt and one ragged Coat …’ The Admiralty took
note and ordered Palliser to ‘let the men be supplied with what they absolutely want and no
more, and take care they do not sell any part thereof ’.Eagle departed from Plymouth in early
August, and for the next four months played a role in blockades and the pursuit of French ships.
With winter approaching and crewmen again falling ill, she returned to Plymouth in early
November and remained there for a month before resuming normal duties.Cook’s first direct
involvement in battlefront action came six months later when, on 31 May 1757, Eagle, in
company with the similar-sized HMS Medway, pursued and engaged the 1500-ton 64-gun
French East Indiaman Duc d’Aquitaine. The action took place in the Atlantic Ocean, about 180
nautical miles south-west of Ushant, the island that today marks the north-westernmost point of
metropolitan France.The pursuit commenced at one o’clock in the morning in driving rain, with
Eagle leading the way under a press of sail. In his own words, Palliser ‘let out the Reef, & set
Studding Sails & Cleared Ship for Action’ to ensure maximum speed.This would prove to be an
abrupt introduction to the brutality of maritime warfare for Cook, as the French defended their
ship with every ounce of force available to them. Palliser’s log entry after the engagement
provided a summary:At ¼ before 4 Came alongside & Engaged at about Two Ships lengths from
her the Fire was very brisk on both Sides for near an hour, she then Struck to us, She proved to
be the Duc d’Aquitaine last from Lisbon, mounting 50 Guns all 18 Pounders, 493 Men … Our



Sails & Rigging cut almost all to Pieces. Soon after She Struck her Main & Mizzen Masts went by
the Board. Employed the Boats fetching the Prisoners & carrying [our] Men on board the Prize.
Our Cutter was lost alongside the Prize by the going away of her Main Mast …Eagle had three
men killed during the action, and another two died within forty-eight hours. Eighty others were
wounded either on deck or when cannonballs fired from the French ship smashed into her
topsides and tore her innards apart. The French paid a much higher price in defeat: of Duc
d’Aquitaine’s crew, fifty were killed and thirty wounded.Although not terminally damaged, Eagle
was badly smashed. Palliser’s report to the Admiralty detailed the condition of his ship: ‘Twenty
shot holes through her sides. Three lower deck ports shot away … The bowsprit much wounded.
The foremast, a shot through the middle of it … Two anchor-stocks shot away … almost all the
running rigging shot away. Sails rent almost to rags …’ In short, there was hardly anything aloft
that wasn’t damaged – masts, spars and yards, sails and rigging all reflected the intensity of the
close-quarters encounter.Consequently, it would have been Cook, as bosun, who led the way
when it came to Eagle’s crew doing everything possible to secure the ship and repair essential
rigging just so the few undamaged sails they had left could be set and sheeted home. Once that
was achieved, Eagle was turned to the north-east, and began an arduous and slow passage
back to the Devonshire coast, 300 nautical miles away.Medway had remained on the fringe of
the battle and, apart from an accidental explosion of gunpowder on board that injured ten
crewmen, was unscathed. She took the wreck of Duc d’Aquitaine in tow and headed for
Plymouth in company with Eagle.Even though Duc d’Aquitaine was in ruins – Eagle had made
the topsides look like Swiss cheese by blasting ninety-seven holes in her – naval officers in
Plymouth believed that the French ship could be a valuable prize, a theory that was soon
confirmed by naval surveyors, who advised that she could be repaired. It was good news for the
Lords of the Admiralty, who saw an opportunity to rub salt into the enemy’s wounds. They
wanted her sailing as HMS Duc d’Aquitaine under the Union flag and defending England as
quickly as possible. The French East Indiaman was immediately placed into dry dock for a
rebuild.The Admiralty took time to congratulate Palliser on his efforts, declaring: ‘Captain Palliser
should be informed that their Lordships were highly pleased with his success and gallant
conduct on this occasion …’The pressure of war also made repairs to Eagle a high priority.
Within a month of arriving back in port, she had been re-rigged and the hull repaired – an
impressive effort. On 12 July 1757, she sailed out into the Atlantic, bound for Halifax, Nova
Scotia, again with Palliser as captain, but the bosun, James Cook, was not on board.Cook’s
absence was due to the intervention of two of his mentors, Palliser and John Walker. The latter
had been following Cook’s naval career with interest, and believed most firmly that a mariner of
his ability should be higher up the ranks. Walker duly contacted his local parliamentarian, the
member for Scarborough, William Osbaldestone, with a request that he do what he could to see
Cook become a commissioned officer. Osbaldestone subsequently wrote to Palliser regarding
the issue.It was a difficult situation for Palliser. Like Walker, he was impressed by Cook and in no
doubt that, had he joined the navy as a teenager, this 28-year-old man would now have been



well advanced in the service. However, there was little he could do, especially in light of a recent
edict reminding officers that no midshipman or mate could sit for his lieutenant’s examination
unless he had six years’ naval service. Cook had been in the RN only two years.Palliser’s reply
to Osbaldestone explained the strict limitations, but he also suggested that there was an
opportunity for promotion via a ‘master’s warrant … by which he would be raised to a station that
he was well qualified to discharge with ability and credit’.So, through Walker’s encouragement
and Palliser’s suggestion, Bosun James Cook attended Trinity House, at Deptford Wharf in
south London, on 29 June that year. There, he sat for, and passed, an examination qualifying
him to ‘take charge as Master of any of His Majesty’s Ships from the Downs thro’ the Channel to
the Westward and to Lisbon’. As if that wasn’t pleasing enough, he was discharged from Eagle
the following day and immediately appointed master aboard HMS Solebay – a three-masted 24-
gun single-deck frigate used primarily for convoy escort and patrols. The captain was Robert
Craig.Cook was well aware of the considerable responsibilities that came with being a ship’s
master, having turned down such a position aboard one of the Walkers’ colliers. But the
difference between being a master on a ‘cat’ and his duties aboard Solebay was enormous: the
frigate was around four times the displacement, had a crew of 200-plus compared with the
collier’s twenty-five, while her rig and general equipment were inordinately more complex. As
master, he was essentially the manager of the ship. He answered directly to the captain, was at
all times responsible for the navigation, and, through the bosun, was responsible for all repairs
and maintenance of the standing and running rigging, plus the sails, masts, yards and spars.In
short, if anything went wrong with the general operation of the ship, the master was answerable
directly to the captain.Cook did not join Solebay for a full month after his discharge from Eagle. It
is easy to speculate that during this time he probably visited his family in Yorkshire, as well as
the Walkers, having possibly spent some time in London before then. When he finally went
aboard on 30 July, Solebay was at anchor in Leith Road on the Firth of Forth, a huge bay on the
east coast of Scotland. She was based there because, being a frigate, she had the speed
needed to pursue and intercept vessels that were smuggling goods between this region and
France.Yet this new posting proved to be short-lived – lasting little more than a month. Five
weeks after discharge from Craig’s vessel on 7 September, Cook was appointed master of the
newly launched fourth-rate ship-of-the-line HMS Pembroke.Cook travelled south to Portsmouth
to join the new ship, and went aboard as master on 27 October, his twenty-ninth birthday. As a
64-gunner, Pembroke carried almost three times the firepower of Solebay, so Cook’s latest
appointment represented an important step forward in the Royal Navy. As before, it is distinctly
possible that he was nominated for the position from within. His predecessor on Pembroke was
none other than Thomas Bisset, who, as master aboard Eagle, had supported Cook’s promotion
to master’s mate.Under the command of the much-admired Captain John Simcoe, Pembroke
was in Portsmouth Harbour being provisioned for a patrol off the coast of France when Cook
stepped onto her heavy timber deck and presented himself to the captain. Once ready for sea,
she was moved out 6 nautical miles to the anchorage off St Helens on the Isle of Wight, where



she underwent final preparations.Two weeks later, on 8 December, she and the other ships in
the patrol were signalled to unfurl their sails, weigh anchor and head into the Channel, their
eventual destination Cape Finistère, on the northern coast of the Bay of Biscay. It was the start of
winter, a bleak time to be on these waters, but the seasons are of no consequence when there’s
a war to be fought. For the next two months, the fleet carried out their orders to arrest or harass
any French ships they might intercept, and any other vessels thought to be loyal to Louis
XV.While the English Channel was the primary battleground between the British and the French
at this stage of the Seven Years War, there was an equally acrimonious confrontation developing
on the opposite side of the Atlantic between the same two adversaries. And both Pembroke and
James Cook were soon to play important roles there.A few months prior to the ship’s completion
of the winter patrol mission and her arrival in Plymouth in February 1758, the British Cabinet had
decided to accelerate its attempts to overrun French colonies in North America. After all, the
French were leaving no doubt about their intention to take all of Britain’s holdings in that part of
the world, starting with ‘New Scotland’ – Nova Scotia. The two key French strongholds in the
colony of New France (now the eastern portion of Canada) were Québec and Louisbourg, the
latter being the fortress town that controlled the entrance to both the world’s largest estuary, the
Gulf of St Lawrence, and the St Lawrence River, which duly gave important access to Québec
and therefore the interior. Initial plans for a British land assault on Louisbourg were abandoned
due to the prevailing weather, and this decision led to Britain’s new prime minister, William Pitt,
ordering that Louisbourg, followed by Québec, be taken via a combined naval and army attack. It
was a plan of immense proportions, so much so that every available British ship would be
needed on that side of the Atlantic to carry the flag.Just twelve days after Pembroke returned
home and dropped anchor, she was fully reprovisioned and heading across the Atlantic Ocean
as part of a fleet comprising eight line-of-battle ships, three frigates, two transports and two fire-
ships. This was an immensely proud moment for Ship’s Master James Cook. He fully expected
to be put to the test on what was his first crossing of the Atlantic. The experiences that lay
ahead, however, might even have excelled the wildest dreams of that young farm boy from the
fields of Marton-in-Cleveland.CHAPTER THREEThe Taking of QuébecWithin two days of
departing from Plymouth on 22 February 1758, the Royal Navy taskforce had cleared The Lizard
and was sailing south into the vast wilderness of the Atlantic. Ahead lay a challenging 4700-
nautical-mile passage via Teneriffe and Bermuda to the British-held port of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
This circuitous route was chosen so that the fleet had the best chance of sailing in favourable
following winds for the majority of the voyage. Even so, it was quite possible that they would
experience a widely varying weather pattern that only a salty seafarer’s experienced eye could
decipher. Being late winter, an icy blast out of the north was not improbable.A careful lookout
was also being kept for any sign of billowing sails on the horizon. The French were forever
lurking on these waters, hunting for any British prize, and this flotilla would be a valuable
one.Because of this threat, it was important for the British ships to get as deep into the Atlantic,
and south towards Teneriffe, as quickly as possible. Yet with it being essential that the lighter



displacement and efficiently rigged frigates remain in visual contact with – and thereby serve as
armed escorts to – the valuable but more vulnerable transports, the crews aboard the frigates
were constantly furling and unfurling sails to control the speed of their ships. This was all done at
the behest of the fleet commander, the battle-hardened Admiral Edward Boscawen, known
affectionately as ‘Old Dreadnought’, but often referred to as ‘Wry-Necked-Dick’, because of the
way he canted his head to one side.It was obvious to both warring nations that the key to holding
control of New France was to keep both Louisbourg, on the southeast corner of Cape Breton
Island, and Québec under the same flag. Atlantic-facing Louisbourg was the more important of
the two places, being the gateway to the region. By controlling that town, it was not difficult to
defend the Gulf of St Lawrence and therefore protect Québec, located upstream at the St
Lawrence River narrows and one of the oldest towns in North America, having been founded in
1608.Not surprisingly, since gaining control of Louisbourg in 1745, the French had spent
considerable manpower and money turning the settlement into one massive fortress. For the
British, their recently founded capital of Nova Scotia, Halifax, 200 nautical miles south-west of
Louisbourg, was the ideal place from which to mount an assault on the French territories.
Halifax’s long, narrow and deep harbour extended 13 nautical miles directly inland, making it a
safe anchorage for a large fleet of ships, and, most importantly, it did not become icebound in
winter.The crossing of the Atlantic by the British fleet took just over ten weeks, and while it was a
relatively uneventful passage, there was considerable concern aboard Pembroke when she
arrived. Twenty-six crewmen had died en route, most of them falling victim to scurvy, and many
more had to be hospitalised. As with the suffering he’d witnessed aboard Eagle, this was a
situation that would have a profound influence on Cook’s later life as an expedition commander.
In addition to these losses, another five of Pembroke’s crew decided to steal the small yawl and
desert. They were never seen again.Following the aborted first attempt to take the fortress town,
Prime Minister Pitt left no doubt that he wanted both Louisbourg and Québec in British hands. To
achieve this, Admiral Boscawen had assembled a fleet of mammoth proportions; the recently
arrived taskforce combined to form a veritable armada totalling 157 warships manned by some
40,000 crew and carrying 14,000 soldiers, led by General James Wolfe of the British Army. On
28 May 1758, the fleet departed from Halifax and began closing on Louisbourg. Pembroke was
not part of the initial wave, however, having been forced to stay in port because too many of her
crew were still immobilised. It was not until 7 June that she sailed in convoy with three transports,
two schooners and a cattle sloop.When Pembroke anchored off Louisbourg five days later, word
came that Wolfe had led a large army of men ashore on 8 June and forced the French to retreat
inside the giant fortress. It wasn’t without incident, thanks to the surge of the sea breaking on the
beach and rocky shore in Kennington Cove (located on the north side of Gabarus Bay), plus the
initial French resistance. The casualty list recorded more than sixty men killed and 146 wounded
– and at least 100 of the small boats ferrying soldiers ashore were wrecked in the surf. Even so,
Wolfe would later describe the landing as ‘next to miraculous’.From the time Pembroke arrived at
the cove, Cook, as master, coordinated the transport of troops, weapons and supplies to shore



whenever conditions allowed. Once the men were on the beach, they faced a trek of about 4
miles north, first over rough terrain then marshland, before reaching a point where they could
position themselves for an effective assault on the French stronghold, which was located on the
southern side of the large bay. The fortress was initially designed by the French to defend
Louisbourg from attacks by the British from the sea, so it was poorly prepared for a land-based
attack such as this. The British soldiers were therefore able to locate their guns on the
marshland and nearby hills with virtually no challenge from the French.While these preparations
were underway, Wolfe received an intelligence report that reinforced his belief that his men
would be able to take the fort. The report confirmed that the number of French defenders was
considerably fewer than expected – 7000 soldiers, sailors and marines. Ironically, this shortage
of manpower stemmed from Britain’s abandoned attempt to take Louisbourg the previous year.
When the French fleet returned home across the Atlantic in October 1757, many of their soldiers
and crewmen were struck down by ‘ship fever’, or typhus. More than 2000 died while at sea, and
another 10,000 after the fleet had arrived in Brest. The resulting shortage of available fighting
men, plus a misguided belief that the British were planning to sail across the Channel in 1758
and mount major attacks on the French coast, led to most of King Louis’ ships remaining in
home waters when they would otherwise have been in Louisbourg for this latest confrontation.
That year, a support squadron did depart from Toulon, in the south of France, bound for
Louisbourg, but it was intercepted by the British off Cartagena, Spain, and blasted to the point of
surrender.During the Siege of Louisbourg, the weather played into French hands at least – albeit
briefly. In the middle of June, a powerful Atlantic gale, with near hurricane-force winds, hit the
British fleet hard and fast. It was so strong that every RN ship anchored off the coast could easily
have been driven ashore and wrecked. The only option was to retreat to sea, but the wind was
so powerful that the men manning the windlass on each vessel were not able to raise the
anchor: the force of the wind on the hull and rig was too great. Instead, masters of almost every
vessel, including Cook on Pembroke, had to get the bower cable – made of some 1000 strands
of triple-laid tarred hemp – hacked through as quickly as possible so that the ship could escape.
Meanwhile, other crew-members were frantically going about the task of hoisting a minimum
number of heavy-weather fore-and-aft sails to ensure that the vessel had the speed and
manoeuvrability needed to sail away from the shore and get the necessary sea-room. For the
French, this break in hostilities presented the opportunity for them to sink four of their own ships
at the harbour entrance, to the east of the fortress town, in the hope that they could blockade the
port. It was to no avail.The marshland had made it extremely difficult for the British to move their
heavy guns and equipment into advantageous positions for an all-out attack, and it was not until
26 June that the cannons boomed into action. The French withstood the barrage for a month –
until the night of 25 July. That was when Admiral Boscawen, using the cover that came from a
thick fog, sent small boats from as many British ships as possible, into the port in order to take
off with the two French men-of-war that remained. Some 600 men were involved, and they were
able to successfully tow one of the large ships, Bienfaisant, away from the dock, while the other,



Prudent, ran aground and was torched by British sailors.This attack, which Boscawen described
as ‘a very brilliant affair, well carried out’, was the breaking point for the French, as they then had
no means of escape from Louisbourg. Their commander, Chevalier de Drucour, surrendered the
following day, with Cook logging the time as 11 am. Soon afterwards, the Union flag was flying
over Louisbourg.The British victory would later be recognised as a major turning point in the
Seven Years War. It was the first powerful step by Britain towards ending French domination in
North America.With that battle decided, one could easily have expected the British to base a
force of considerable size in the fortress, but Mr Pitt had other ideas. Having seen England
forced to surrender the same fort as part of the peace negotiations with France in 1745,
following what was known in the British colonies as King George’s War, Pitt resolved for it never
to happen again. To that end, in 1760 the prime minister would instruct sappers and engineers to
tunnel under the fortifications and destroy the town and port using explosives. That way, there
was nothing left to trade with the French in any further peace negotiations.After the guns fell
silent following the siege, the British moved in and took control of Louisbourg. Cook took the
opportunity to go ashore from Pembroke, landing on the sandy beach in Kennington Cove at the
same spot where General Wolfe had established his beachhead seven weeks earlier.As he
wandered along the beach among the wreckage of small boats, abandoned cannons and other
military equipment, he became intrigued by the activities of a man who was working quietly and
methodically nearby. What especially drew Cook’s attention was an odd-looking piece of
equipment this fellow had with him – a long-legged tripod of about chest height, topped by a
small flat board, approximately 2 foot square. Each time the man stopped somewhere, he would
set up the tripod, level the little tabletop and place a few instruments on its surface, before
apparently taking some sights on the surrounding topographical features and jotting down notes.
He’d then move on to another location and repeat the procedure.Cook’s intrigue soon had the
better of him. He approached the man, introduced himself, and asked the obvious questions.
The tripod, he learned, was called a plane table and it was used as a tool for collecting data
when surveying.The conversation continued and before long Cook became aware that he was
speaking with Samuel Holland, Royal Engineer and first Surveyor-General of British North
America. As a member of the British Army, Holland had been commissioned by the government
to survey and map a large part of the east coast of North America.Prior to the recent offensive,
Wolfe had tapped the Dutch-born surveyor’s exceptional skills, by requesting he go into enemy
territory around Louisbourg and study the terrain. After carrying out his surveys, Holland would
send the information back to Halifax so that the general could formulate the most effective plan
of attack. And his contribution had been extensive: Holland surveyed most of the land around
the fort’s perimeter – more than 2½ miles of high stone block walls. There were times when he
had to duck for cover, as French soldiers in the fort spotted him and fired their muskets in his
direction. He also sounded water depths in and around the harbour and surveyed some of the
nearby coastline. Once they had all of Holland’s information at their disposal, Wolfe and his
fellow commanders were able to decide that Kennington Cove was where the British forces



should land. Now, with the battle won, Holland was spending the remainder of the summer
completing the work he had started.The surveyor and Pembroke’s master quickly struck up a
rapport, so much so that Holland, realising that Cook held a genuine interest in the science,
offered to teach him the skills needed to be a surveyor. Cook’s ship lay at anchor in Louisbourg
Harbour until 28 August. It was a month that would prove to be of significant assistance to the
Yorkshireman’s career in the long term.During that same period, the possibility of an immediate
attack on Québec was discussed by the military hierarchy – Royal Navy and British Army. It was
the prime minister’s wish, and Wolfe and Simcoe, Pembroke’s captain, both supported the idea.
The navy’s admirals overruled them, however, arguing that it was late in the summer season,
and if winter snow and ice arrived early, all would be lost.An alternative form of immediate action
against the French was authorised, however. In early September 1758, Sir Charles Hardy led a
small squadron of ten ships, including Pembroke – carrying between them three battalions of
soldiers led by Wolfe – to the Bay of Gaspé and the Gulf of St Lawrence. Their orders were to
harass and destroy as many French settlements as possible and leave the inhabitants in no
doubt as to what was to come the following summer: an uncompromising British attack on
Québec. Hardy’s mission was not as successful as had been hoped, but at least the French
knew the British were on their way.The ships were back at anchor in Louisbourg on 2 October,
and during the six weeks they lay there, what would later become an important artefact in British
maritime history came into existence. With the encouragement of John Simcoe, and through the
application of what he had learned from Samuel Holland, Cook had taken the time during the
‘harass and destroy’ operation to carry out a survey of Gaspé Bay and its harbour. During the
following year, this would become the first published chart created by Cook. It was credited to
‘James Cook Master of his Majesty’s Ship the Pembroke’, and its creator dedicated the work to
the master and wardens of Trinity House, Deptford, where he had successfully sat for his
Master’s Certificate.As a break from his role as master aboard Pembroke while in Louisbourg,
Cook was given a task that was a throwback to his early days aboard the Whitby colliers. He was
appointed to the command of a small schooner and directed to sail to a port in Nova Scotia –
probably Sydney, which was 60 nautical miles away on the northern coast – to take on a cargo of
coal.Louisbourg was destined to be icebound during winter. While it was still necessary to
maintain a presence there, the fleet commander, Rear-Admiral Philip Durell, ordered his ships,
Pembroke among them, to head for Halifax, where they would spend the season. After a five-day
passage south, the fleet arrived there on 19 November.Although Halifax was considered the
best place to ride out the winter, it still proved to be a frigidly cold, wet and windy season. During
January, conditions worsened, with the arrival of huge snowfalls and frosts. This was a
particularly tough time for the men of the lower deck, primarily because their clothing was
inadequate for such bitterly cold weather. Light pants, a shirt, vest and light jacket were all that
most of them had for protection and bodily warmth. Some didn’t even have shoes. Still, they
worked as demanded, cleaning and maintaining their ship so that she would be ready to sail
come spring. Living in such a claustrophobic, harsh environment meant misdemeanours were



not uncommon among the men, but the cat-o’-nine-tails and detentions kept indiscretions to a
minimum.As bad as this North American winter was, it soon became apparent that being in
Halifax, and not Louisbourg, was the right decision. This point was not lost in a letter that Durell
sent to the Secretary of the Admiralty:This winter of 1759 has proved the severest that has been
known since the settling of the place. For these two months past I have not heard from
Louisbourg. Many vessels have attempted to go there, but have met with ice eighteen and
twenty leagues [60 nautical miles] from the land; so were obliged to return, after having had
some of their people froze to death, and others frost-bitten to that degree as to lose legs and
arms …During these bitterly cold months, Cook was far from idle. He and Holland, working
alongside Simcoe, spent a considerable amount of time in the great cabin aboard Pembroke.
There, using the limited information available, they created charts of the Gulf of St Lawrence and
its river, which led to Québec – all part of the preparation for the British attack there. Holland
expressed admiration for his protégé’s ability to learn and for the surveying skills that he was
already demonstrating. In a letter sent later to Captain Simcoe’s son, the Dutchman wrote: ‘Mr
Cook could not fail to improve and thoroughly brought in his hand as well in drawing as in
protracting, etc.’Simcoe, whom Holland recognised as a ‘truly scientific’ man, urged Cook to
learn spherical trigonometry and the practical part of astronomy – the primary elements in
celestial navigation. Cook took up the challenge, and very much lived up to his captain’s
expectations. Through Simcoe’s encouragement, Pembroke’s master was on his way to
becoming one of the first men to comprehend and apply the ‘new’ form of navigation – celestial
navigation – using a sextant. The first example of such an instrument had been created by
Englishman John Bird just two years earlier.It is probable that these chart-making sessions also
resulted in the creation of the first known ‘sailing directions’ for seafarers, titled as directions for
the ‘Harbour of Louisbourg in Cape Breton’. And all the signs are that most, if not all, of the
documents, were created by Cook’s hand. This material was designed to provide ships’ captains
and navigators with as much detail as possible relating to known navigational hazards in the
region, together with information on the location of safe channels and the flow of currents. The
work is undated, but the documents must have been created soon after the British attack on
Louisbourg, as the wreck of the French ship Prudent is shown near the harbour entrance as a
point of reference for navigators.One of the major benefits that came from wintering in Halifax
rather than returning to England was that the British fleet was spared a time-consuming return
voyage across the Atlantic before making the move to take Québec. The entrance to the St
Lawrence River was only 450 nautical miles away – perhaps twelve days’ sailing time – and from
there it was another 400 miles upstream to Québec. An added bonus was that the French were
denied three additional months to prepare their defences. It also greatly decreased the
possibility of there being any significant relief or reinforcements coming from France.The water-
borne attack on Québec was to be, like that seen in Louisbourg, a combined army and navy
operation that included 9000 ‘redcoats’ under Wolfe’s command, and 13,500 sailors. The naval
element, led by the highly regarded Admiral Sir Charles Saunders, later appointed First Lord of



the Admiralty, would transport Wolfe and his battalions up the St Lawrence to the point of
engagement at Québec, while at the same time securing control of the gulf and the river. As an
additional tactical ploy, an army of foot-soldiers, commanded by General Jeffrey Amherst, and
comprising British troops and American rangers, would move on Québec overland from the
west.Amherst knew all too well that his would not be an easy undertaking: his army had to
contend with challenging terrain and well-defended French forts that they needed to overrun
along the way. The navy’s role was equally demanding, as the large fleet, ranging from ships-of-
the-line to small support vessels, would surely struggle when it came to navigating the river as
they closed in on Québec.What few details that were available on navigating the St Lawrence
River originated from earlier British attempts to take the clifftop settlement, during the reigns of
King William III and Queen Anne. But the fact that Saunders and his fellow strategists had no
reliable charts of the gulf or the river – even the chart that Cook and Holland had drawn was
based on scant information – was only part of the problem. Of major concern was that the larger
and lumbering ships-of-sail, which were extremely difficult to manoeuvre in tight quarters, would
have to contend with unseen sandbanks, rocky shoals and unpredictable eddies as they moved
up what was known to be a hazard-strewn waterway. Most of the time, there was likely to be
insufficient wind for them to counter the fast-flowing ebb tide, which meant that their progress
would be staggered: they could only ride the flood tide for its duration, usually between five and
six hours, before they would be forced to stop again and hold their ground at anchor.The move
came on 5 May 1759, when the flag signal went aloft aboard Durell’s flagship, signalling that the
quest for Québec was about to start. It was time for the fleet to depart the port.Crews of the
thirteen ships-of-the-line rushed up the ratlines for the first time in months and manned the
yards, ensuring that the sails unfurled in the appropriate succession while orders were barked
their way, and elsewhere, from the quarterdeck. When everything was prepared, other crewmen
manned the windlass on the foredeck, inserting the heavy wooden bars in their slots, then, when
ready, they began heaving down on those bars, hauling in the bower cable and raising the bower
to the constant rhythm of the large ratchet pawls clacking away.
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marquis des, “Thrilling story of 18th century exploration. This is a well written exciting biography
of one of Europe's greatest explorers. The author details the early life path of Cook and how he
moved from a common farm lad to the greatest explorer of the 1700s. The author brings the
journeys to vivid life not just listing places discovered by Cook. While some terms and activities
are technical in terms of sailing the reader can still follow the course of the trips and what takes
place on the trips. An appendix at the end provides good explanation of sailing terms to help the
reader. If there is one drawback to the paperback edition it is the illustration and maps. The
layout of Cook's one ship has quite small print and lacks detail to fully grasp the view of the ship.
And the few maps are cramped and a little hard to follow each of the three trips he undertook.
The journeys are described in great detail, landmarks noted and named but can not be
adequately placed  by the reader. But overall a well written,interesting, and informative history.”

BuffaloDave, “For Age of Discovery Nerds Only. Loved it, but it drives me nuts that Captain Cook
never circumvented the entire coastline of Australia. Well written and engaging, especially
enjoyed the first voyage.”

Argo, “An easy read, well researched, the full context of Cook's voyage. I'm about a third of the
way through the Kindle version. Reads well, I like the historical context especially some of the
background pre-Pacific text that leads up to Cook being chosen to lead the Endurance. As I
have just gotten back from the south Pacific I have really appreciated the link to his travels there,
I only wish I had seen this book before I left.”

Viki Moore, “History Comes to Life. Mundle brings history to life for me in this book. I read it as
we were sailing around the Marlborough Sounds - one of Cook's favourite places. I almost felt
like I was there with him in Ships Cove, cleaning the bottom of the Resolution and replenishing
the Ships stores. Mundle has written many accounts of historical seafarers, and Cook is just
brilliant.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “History without too many boring details!. Read this book while on a cruise
around New Zealand, and it enhanced my vacation experience. Mumdle supplies you with
historical facts without boring you. You almost feel as if you are along with Captain Cook
because of the author’s writing style.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great True Story. This book keeps you enticed the entire time. Its definitely
true that real life is more interesting than fiction.  Truly enjoyed it.”

Fred Durham, “Important history. Loved the book. Well written and great history. Read it while on
vacation to New Zealand. Perfect timing.”



hertsj, “A good read. I bought this for my husband who thoroughly enjoyed it. He said it is well
written and very interesting.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read. Worthwhile story on Captain Cook, easy to read. Information
appears as facts but making them more memorable as they feature in the narrative.Not a boring
book more a very interesting novel.”

Mrs C Sykes, “Easy to read. Easy to read and very enjoyable. Bought as a gift for my husband
who loved the style it was written in”

marcus fishlock, “Brilliant. A fantastic read hard to imagine all the things the sailors would have
seen and experienced for the first time Cook was a outstanding man, brilliant book”

Marge Reed, “Fascinating !. Thoroughly researched and fascinating to read. An insight into one
of our national heroes. An amazingly active and productive life revealed.”

The book by Lauren Drain has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 110 people have provided feedback.
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